
Book Review 

 

Book review competition is conducted to inculcate the reading habits and improvise on the 
critical analysis of an individual. The competition is totally carried out in three phases. The 
first round is the intra mentor level competition where one individual is nominated from 
each mentor group. 

The participants who are selected for round II, these participants are divided into four 
groups. There is one judge for each group. The judges are from various inter deaneries. 

Based on the scores given by each judge of the four groups the participants are selected for 
finals. 

The final round is conducted in the main auditorium of CHRIST (Deemed to be 
University) 

The participants are given a maximum of eight minutes to give their reviews about the 
book followed by question and answer round. 

They are evaluated on five parameters. 
1. Content 
2. Summary 
3. Critic 
4. Communication 
5. Questionnaire 

Consolation prizes are given to the participants along with the participation certificates. 

On the average of the scores given by the judges, the top three are picked up and prizes are 
distributed. 

 



 
CANTATA 2018 

The 2018 sporting calendar of Institute of Management, Christ University ended with the 
sporting extravaganza – CANTATA, a day of togetherness celebrated at Kengeri Campus where 
not only the students but the teachers also got an opportunity to relive their childhood days. 
 
 The day began with hoisting of the Christ flag by the dignitaries followed by release of balloons 
to mark the beginning of Cantata 2018 next; it was time for the faculty events. The enthusiasm, 
excitement and joy could be seen in their eyes while they left no stone unturned in giving their 
100% towards the game. 
 
 
 This was followed by student events where 100m, 400m races, 400m relay, short put and long 
jump were organized and everyone be it the seniors or juniors showed great sportsmanship and 
took part in all the events. As the clock struck noon everybody needed to be charged up and for 
that we had fun zone where fun-games like Fun-Quiz, Tug of war, Mine field, Blind folded, 
What goes around comes around were played. Everyone really enjoyed playing these games with 
their entire sections and feeling of competition, enjoyment, happiness could be seen in every 
eyes. Yet all contributed towards fun zone in a supportive and co-operative manner. 
 
 
 Finally it was time for the valedictory ceremony which had loads in store for everyone – some 
brilliant musical and dance performances by students of both the campuses, some unique display 
of physical flexibility, strength and mental tricks mesmerized everyone. The big day also had 
couple of awards to reward the hard work of people in different events of Blossoms and Altius, 
some Special Recognition Awards and of course the winners of Cantata awards.  
 
On student demand DJ-Rajan played some amazing music tracks where all the students forgot 
there tiredness and danced like never before celebrating the success of Cantata 2018.  
To summarize, the day taught the students how to play by the rules, showed the students how to 
win and how to lose, in short the whole IMCU family bonded and celebrated the spirit of 
sportsmanship and team work. 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 
 



Mission:  

To foster pedagogic research through developing world-class teaching cases. 
 
Vision: 
To berecognized as an institution for developing teaching cases across the world. 
 
The Centre for Case Research and Development (CCRD), Christ University strives to develop teaching 
case studies that are used as pedagogic tools as part of curriculum in business schools across the world. 
 
CCRD is actively involved in developing case studies and teaching notes. The Centre supports case 
writers/faculty from Institute of Management and other departments, to develop quality case studies by 
providing training, reviewing case studies developed, and also uploading completed case studies through 
distribution portals.  
 
The Centre organizes an annual conference on case studies, Cognosco which helps several budding case 
writers to present their work. Selected case studies are published in the University’s management journal, 
Ushus.  
 
Case studies developed: 

1. Reddington Transmissions Limited - Prof. Latha Ramesh 
2. What’s Troubling HR at CBR India? – Prof. Anand Christopher 
3. Revolution in the Indian Organized Retail: A saga of a First Generation Entrepreneur – Prof. 

Suresh A 
4. Brand Extension at Wildcraft, India: Straying into Unchartered Paths? – Prof. Bharathi S Gopal 

 
Coordinator: 
Prof. Bharathi S. Gopal 
Coordinator 
Centre for Case Research and Development 
Christ University 
Bengaluru  
Email: ccrd@christuniversity.in 
Phone: 91-80-40129808 
 
Gap' in the Decision-making styles of Drexler and Pressler – Case Study and Teaching 
Note 
Abstract: 
 
Gap Inc, a major apparel retailer witnessed the decisions and the events that ensued of 
two of its CEOs, Millard Drexlerand Paul Pressler. These two CEOs had contrasting 
decision-making styles. Drexler, during his time from 1995-2001, helped Gap to shed 
its image as a store selling jeans to an individual brand. He was from a merchandising 
background and hence had his vast knowledge and experience based on which 
decisions were taken. He could very easily predict fashion trends and styles. He Bharathi S. Gopal 



launched several sub-brands and opened stores overseas. However, the decision to 
grow the number of stores and launch of clothes that was no more appealing to the 
customers led to his exit from the company. Pressler who joined Gap in 2002, had rich 
experience from Disney in retailing. His decision making style revolved around 
market studies, drawing inputs from focus groups and maintaining a tight grip over 
costs. Initially, it seemed he was on the right track, but by the end of 2007 had lost all 
momentum. This case study attempts to bring out the differences between instinctive 
Drexlerand the numbers-man, Pressler. The objective is to let students understand the 
different decision-making styles and their implications on the profitability and growth 
of the company. 
http://www.thecasecentre.org/educators/search/results?s=0A8981FBC95C7B73AB0D
2C9507B0DE52 
Managing Aspirations: Challenges and Strategies – Case Study and Teaching Note 
Abstract: 

Abroxe is one of the world's premier manufacturing companies with more than 100 
years of operations in more than 45 countries. Abroxe is a well-established company 
and has its presence in four industries (Healthcare, Transportation, FMCG, and 
Industrial products) with a high brand name. The company’s core competency is in 
innovation and R&D. Since post-recession the company’s FSO (Field Sales Officers) 
attrition level are consistently high compared to the industry average. The case 
enlightens some complex issues with the FSO category of employees which were 
unaddressed and ignored by the company at the early stage resulting in high turnover 
rate. The case elucidates importance for employers to formulate and implement a 
strong hiring and retention strategy and to provide a clear understanding to the 
employee of how they can grow within the organization through a clear career path 
which affects the level of job satisfaction and in turn the turnover. It also highlights 
the complexities involved in understanding and managing frontline sales employees’ 
aspirations. Objectives of the case study; (1) to identify processes for managing FSOs 
aspirations effectively; (2) to identify challenges and provide solutions in terms of 
recruitment and retention strategies for FSOs; and (3) understanding motivation to 
enhance FSOs job satisfaction.  

http://www.thecasecentre.org/educators/search/results?s=0A97EDFBC65F100C1545
B7A1AB260F61 

 
Dr.Harold 
Andrew Patrick 

EncyclopaediaBritannica: E-Business Strategy 
 

Abstract: 

EncyclopaediaBritannica has been one of the most trusted and complete sources of 
information ever since it was launched in the 18th century. For long, the richly bound 
set of the encyclopaedia was a matter of pride for its owners. The brand value of 
EncyclopaediaBritannica has been closely associated with the printed version and it 
was with great reluctance that the EncyclopaediaBritannicaInc, its publishers, came to S. Sudhindra 



terms with electronic formats such as CD/DVDs and the internet. At its peak in the 
year 1990, the printed version had sold 120,000 sets. However, the sales had dropped 
to just 8500 sets in the year 2010. The publishers finally announced on 13 Mar 2012 
that the sale of printed version would be stopped. The internet version not fared well 
either, with Britannica.com at a low website ranking of 5950 compared to Wikipedia 
at 6 as on 28 Mar 2012. The case study follows the story of Britannica through its 
battles with, at first, Encarta, a hugely successful encyclopaedia that used the 
multimedia format and subsequently with Wikipedia. With this the students will be 
introduced to the concepts of e-Business strategies and e-Business models such as 
customer segmentation, click-and-brick business models, pricing strategies for click-
and-brick models, channel conflicts, the relative lack of first-mover advantage in an e-
business environment and how to gain competitive advantage in an e-Business 
environment. The students also will be exposed to how e-Business has democratized 
the knowledge creation and sharing processes. The case is mapped to e-Commerce 
Business, Technology, Studies by Kenneth Laudon and Carol Guercio Traver.  

http://www.thecasecentre.org/educators/search/results?s=0AB970A7EF65958F5AB55
12CAE021439 

 
Repositioning Liril: Can it recreate the magic? 
Abstract: 
 
Liril, an expressive brand, positioned as freshness soap occupied about 14% in the mid 
1980s in the Indian Toilet Soap industry. The main target segment was Indian women 
owing to their desire to become more expressive and free. It enjoyed high brand 
awareness, thanks to the Liril Jingle, and the sensational ad with Karen Lulla posing 
under a waterfall. Over the time variants like Icy mint and Orange were added to the 
product line making it more confusing, and also much distant of its original 
positioning. Also the much aware Liril jingle and the waterfall which was the 
essentials of the brand's positioning were consequently moved away from the 
corporate communications. Consequently the brand's market share plummeted to 1.3% 
in July 2005. During late 2009 Liril was repositioned as Liril 2000. The positioning 
was changed from 'freshness' to 'rejuvenation', and targeted as a family soap. It 
remains to be seen if this repositioning would help Liril gain its lost market sheen. 
http://www.thecasecentre.org/educators/search/results?s=0A3509B5BEF6E5189A8FF
8B83F7FA305 

Bharathi S. 
Gopal, 
NarasimhaBharad
waj and 
NayanDharamshi 

Effel: A Fashion Brand in need of a Branding Strategy – Case Study and Teaching 
Note 
Abstract: 
 
The case focuses on the challenges of launch & re-launch of Effel, an acquired brand 
of international repute in the Indian market. Trendz, the owner of Effel has a 
reputation of a successful premium fashion accessory company. The launch & re-
launch of Effel ran into serious problems, which threatened to undermine the 
marketing machinery of Trendz. Trendz hired a branding consultant to get business-
ready solutions. The consultant’s focus was to get Effel’sbrand identity right so that 
the repositioning becomes successful. Unfortunately all of the branding efforts turned C.N. Kshetragna 



out to be a disaster. The perplexed CEO had an interesting game in hand and was 
wondering what to do next. 
http://www.thecasecentre.org/educators/search/results?s=0AE72382FF33611620EA46
E9345D6AF2 
Non demographic segmentation and positioning in a commodity market: A case study 
of Creamline Dairy Limited – Case Study and Teaching Note 
Abstract: 
 
Indian dairy industry comprises of both organised and unorganised sector. Organised 
sector is again categorised into dairy co-operatives promoted by State Governments 
and private sector dairies. Up to 70% of the milk market is unorganised where milk is 
sold loose in cans and measuring cup by vendors. After the milk revolution, India has 
become the largest milk producer in the world. However, the supply of milk is not able 
to cope up with the demand. Due to consumer awareness about health, hygiene and 
added factor of economic affluence packaged milk is expected to be the future of dairy 
industry. Milk consumers do not have a preference for any particular brand as milk is 
a commodity. The case study explores the possibility of non-demographic 
segmentation in the milk packaging attempted by Cream Line Dairy Products Limited 
(CDPL), a private dairy which would help the company in positioning itself as a 
unique brand. The case observes that the milk pouches package designing led to 
segmentation with respect to varying fat content in the milk. 
http://www.thecasecentre.org/educators/search/results?s=0AFAEDE7B533E1C1A648
F2A5611C6856 

Lakshmi Shankar 
Iyer& Shankar 
Iyer 

Will convenience overshadow Love and Care? – Case Study and Teaching Note 
Abstract: 
 
By 2015, the global market for hot beverages (coffee and tea) is forecasted to reach 
10.57 million tons in volume (GIA, 2010). Tea is known to be the second most 
consumed drink in the world surpassed only by water. The process of preparation of 
tea in a teapot was lengthier and performed in a leisurely fashion using loose tea. This 
indicated a flavour of affection, loveand belongingness in the tea drinking session 
among the members.(Shane, 2012) Easy storage, less messy, less soggy, ease of use 
and disposal, time saving and allowing one to carry on with their work without 
stopping are a few of the convenience factors associated with preparation of tea using 
teabags. (Lemm) With the advent of fast paced life, the teabag segment, even though 
being of insignificant percentage, is set to grow substantially. The penetration of 
teabags has not been encouraging in the Indian market. The opportunities existing for 
the manufacturers in terms of value addition and the consumers in terms of 
convenienceand health benefits are high. This case study discusses the changing tea 
consuming habits of the current generation in the face of other ready to drink (RTD) 
beverages. 
http://www.thecasecentre.org/educators/search/results?s=0B0A32C699FBCB3E9D14
6E18F344D482 

Lakshmi Shankar 
Iyer& Shankar 
Iyer 

Reddington Transmissions Limited  

Abstract: 

This case describes the dilemma of the CEO of Reddigton Transmission Incorporated, 
a US based company into manufacturing transmissions for automobile applications 

Prof. Latha 
Ramesh 

 

http://www.thecasecentre.org/educators/search/results?s=0AE72382FF33611620EA46E9345D6AF2
http://www.thecasecentre.org/educators/search/results?s=0AE72382FF33611620EA46E9345D6AF2


with operations in Europe and Asia Pacific. Reeling under the twin pressures of 
keeping the cost under control and satisfying the customers he was considering a 
proposal from the head of Indian operations to bring the manufacturing of a major 
product to India from its global manufacturing hub in Germany. The contention was 
that it would reduce the material cost for the growing Indian customers’. The German 
Head of operations was having apprehensions about this proposal due to possible 
redundancy in the plant as this would mean shifting a substantial volume from his 
plant capacity to India. The CEO was discussing the financial implication of this 
proposal with the Head of finance & control and that would help him make the 
decision which would keep up the aspirations of the investors and analysts in terms of 
profitability at the same time keeping the managers motivated and make contributions 
at their level. 

http://www.thecasecentre.org/educators/search/results?s=0B601F3801CFCDCE11AC
800FC78EA5FF 

What’s Troubling HR at CBR India? 
Abstract: 
 
The case study discusses problems faced by employees at CBRIndia, an IT-services 
organisation in Bangalore, India. The company had grown from a 100-member team 
to becoming over 1500-employee strong over 5 years of its operations in India. 
However, the members of the HR and Admin teams were faced with the unpleasant 
situation of having to contend with a difficult boss, who at first was doing everything 
right, but then later transitioned into a boss from hell. The issue plays out against the 
backdrop of a merger and acquisition. The case outlines how the situation played out 
and its impact on employee morale and productivity. The objective of the case study is 
to study people problems faced in mergers and acquisitions, and dealing with such 
issues. 
http://www.thecasecentre.org/educators/search/results?s=0B6D77F2E6E7C522034D1
14BF00B810E 
 

Prof. Anand 
Christopher 

 
Revolution in the Indian Organized Retail: A saga of a First Generation Entrepreneur 

Abstract: 

Organised retail was at its infancy and there was dearth of a reference point as people 
were still flocking to mom and pop stores or kirana stores for their food, grocery and 
other items. Alpha Rushil started Prosperity Retail Limited by creating a business 
model which vaguely mirrored   Walmart’s ‘Every day low price’. It was a smaller 
scale convenience store format in the 1000 to 1500 square feet area and was quite 
successful as customers were willing to sacrifice service for competitive price and 
value for money 

From early 2008 onwards Rushil’s Prosperity Retail Limited continued expansion plan 
to fructify his dream of increasing the number of stores from 150 to 1600 by 2008, 
increase the turnover to INR 4000 crores, greater value creation  and creating a pan 
India foot print. Like the organised retail, customers were also experimenting with 

Prof. Suresh A 

 



different formats.  

Stabilising operation costs, managing inventory, managing revenue was becoming a 
challenge. Wafer-thin operating margins and inefficiencies due to non-customer 
centric operations put pressure on working capital.  

Continued expansion, focus on mobile business, plans for foray into consumer 
durables created further pressure on sources of funding. Recessionary trends had made 
private equity investors, financial institutions and banks wary, and many banks were 
planning to exit from organised retail.  

Rushil was confident that his low cost model was robust and is appropriate for 
replicating in other businesses as well such as consumer durables and was working 
vigorously for IPO and foreign funding.  

In August 2008, news of Lehman brothers collapse broke out followed by collapse of 
many other global financial institutions. This led to many private investors 
reconsidering their decision to invest in the retail sector. 

 
Brand Extension at Wildcraft, India: Straying into Unchartered Paths?  

Abstract: 

The case study is about the brand extension decisions of Wildcraft, an outdoor and 
adventure gear company in India. The market wasgrowing at a steady pace. However 
there were competitors of various sizes in the market. Wildcraft entered the market by 
selling products such as tents and backpacks but later launched several products to 
cater to the growing interest of the customers in outdoor pursuits and adventure 
activities. To scale up further, the company planned to launch apparel, footwear, 
eyewear and several others. The case study tries to build a dilemma if the company 
through its new products continues to be committed to the DNA of the brand. 

 

Prof. Bharathi S 
Gopal 

 
 
 



LOCATION KENGERI CAMPUS 
Pan CUIM activity (Select any one) No 
SPECIALISATION (if not pan CUIM activity)   
NAME OF THE ACTIVITY Fourth National Conference on Case Studies 
DATE (When the activity was held) November 6, 2015 
GUEST NAME & BRIEF DETAILS (IF ANY) 

  

Chief Guest: Prof. Chirantan Chatterjee, 
IIM, Bengaluru 

PLACE VISITED IF AWAY FROM THE 
CAMPUS 

  

Cognosco 2015- Fourth National Conference on Case Studies is an annual event of the Institute of 
Management, CHRIST (Deemed to be University) that invites faculty from across the country to 
present their case studies. This year, 17 presentations were chosen out of more than 40 abstract 
submissions. The case studies were reviewed by an independent panel of case study writers and 
reviewers, Ms. Doris John from Amity Case Research, Chennai, Ms. Vijaya from Chennai Business 
School, Mr. Arun Bhattacharya, Fellow at IIMB and Ms. Menaka Rao, Case Researcher from 
IIMB. 

  

The casespresented straddled across domains ranging from Leadership, Corporate Governance, 
Marketing, Banking to Entrepreneurship and several others. Following are some of the institutions 
that were represented in the conference: Loyola Institute of Business Administration and ITM from 
Chennai, IIMA, MDI Gurgaon, Tolani Maritime Institute, Pune, Acharya Business School, Jain 
University among others. 

  

The key note address was delivered by Prof. Chirantan Chatterjee from IIMB followed by technical 
sessions held across two concurrent tracks. Two prizes each for the first and runners up positions 
were awarded across both the tracks. 

  

Track 1: 

I prize: Mrs. Poornima. S, Free Lance Editor (IIMA) 

II prize: Dr. Sowmya C.S. Institute of Management, CHRIST (Deemed to be University) 

Track 2: 

I prize: Mrs. Ruchika Gupta, Phd Scholar, CHRIST (Deemed to be University) 

II prize: Dr. Ashok Kurtkoti, MIT, Pune 



  

The panelists felt that a conference of this kind was essential for first-time case writers. It was also 
their observation that the quality of case studies had improved drastically this year. Delegates also 
appreciated the objective of the conference and applauded the efforts of the panelists in reviewing 
their case studies, and suggesting changes that would improve the quality of the cases authored by 
them. 

  

No. of Delegates: 23 

No of delegates outside state: 11 
Name of the faculty in 
charge  

Bharathi S Gopal 

Date of submission 11.11.2015 
NAME OF THE ACTIVITY Fourth National Conference on Case Studies – 

Cognosco 2015 
DATE (When the activity was held) November 6th 2015 
 

 



Cognosco 2016 

The Fifth National Conference on Case Studies was held on September 30 2016. It is an 
annual event that invites faculty to present their case studies. This year there were 18 
presentations chosen from more than 30 abstract submissions. The case submissions 
covered a range of topics from Corporate Governance, Marketing, Branding, 
Entrepreneurship, Operations, E-governance and several others. Delegate representations 
were from the following institutions: Tolani Maritime Institute, Pune, Thiagrajar School of 
Management, Madurai, Aligarh Muslim University, SardarVallabhai Patel International 
School of Textile and Management, Coimbatore, Osmania University, KL University, 
Guntur, Aditya Global Business School, Surampalem, School of Management Studies, 
Cochin University. 

 
The key note address was rendered by Dr. NagendraChowdhury following which the case 
study presentations commenced. Two best case studies were chosen for the first and second 
prizes: 

 
Iprize: Dr. Jessy Nair, PES University, Bengaluru. 
II prize: Dr. Jaisankar, KCT Business School, Coimbatore. 

       

 



LOCATION (Select any one)                                 :  Conference Hall, Block 1, Kengeri 
Campus 
Pan IMCU activity (Select any one)                      :  Inter-Collegiate (National Level) 
SPECIALISATION (if not pan CUIM activity)          :  Across all Specialisations 
National Level Paper Presentations 
NAME OF THE ACTIVITY                                       :  Connaissance 2016 
DATE (When the activity was held)                       :  4th MARCH 2016 
GUEST NAME & BRIEF DETAILS (IF ANY) 
Mr.Ankur Dasgupta,Vice President, Global Delivery, NTT DATA 
 
Connaissance 2016, with the theme “Ecosystem in India for startups” hosted paper 
presenters from B schools all over the nation. The chief guest of the event was Mr. Ankur 
Das Gupta,Vice President, NTT Data Global Delivery Services, helped us understand the 
current trends in the ecosystem that India provides for startups. The CD of Abstracts was 
also released by the Chief Guest. The presentations were witnessed by the faculty and 
students of IMCU. We had invited 15 best papers to present their research work for the 
event. All the papers were strongly backed by research and analysis which along with 
confident participants, made the competition difficult to judge. But this responsibility was 
smoothly handled by the judges for the day Dr.  John Manohar, Professor from BMS-ITM, 
Bangalore and Dr. Aparna, Director, GIBS B School, Bangalore. 

 
There was also an Intra college round organized for the fellow Christites, which was 
judged by Prof. Mahadev and Dr. Hanuman Kennedy. Experiences and feedback was 
taken from both the judges and participants at the end of the session. The valedictory 
function was chaired by our Director Rev. Father Thomas T V and the prize distribution 
ceremony was held at the conference room. 

 
All is well that’s ends well - Connaissance 2016 gave a platform for young entrepreneurs of 
tomorrow to understand the framework for startups in India. 

 
List of Winners: 

INTER-COLLEGE 
Winner:  Mr. SasthaPrashanth - Symbiosis Institute of Business Management, Bangalore, 
Karnataka; Prize Cheque: Rs. 8,000/- 
Runner: Ms. PoojaAgarwal - Sandeep Institute of and Management Studies, Nasik, 
Maharashtra; Prize Cheque: Rs. 5,000/- 

INTRA- COLLEGE- IMCU 
Winner: Mr. AkshayVarkey and Ms.AparnaBanerjee (Main campus) 

Runner: Ms. Pavithra Sridhar (Kengeri campus) 



Name of the faculty in charge     Prof. Divakar G M 
Date of submission    4th of March  2016 

 



LOCATION (Select any one) Main Auditorium 
Pan IMCU activity (Select any one) PAN IMCU 
SPECIALISATION (if not pan CUIM activity)   
NAME OF THE ACTIVITY Gracias 2016 
DATE (When the activity was held) 23rd June 2016 
GUEST NAME & BRIEF DETAILS (IF ANY) 

  

Corporate Mentors 

PLACE VISITED IF AWAY FROM THE 
CAMPUS 

None 

DESCRIPTION OF THE EVENT 

Held on 23 June 2016, Gracias was an evening of interaction between the Corporate guides, and the Faculty and 

students of Institute of Management, CHRIST (Deemed to be University) interspersed with lively cultural show.  

Gracias is our way of thank giving and showing gratitude to host of corporate guides for all the painstaking guidance and 

support provided to our students during their summer internship projects undertaken during the months of April and 

May 2016. 

Students representatives from each Specialization showcasedhighlights of internship projects and the key take always 

across cross section of projects undertaken within the respective Specializations. 

In all, about 40 corporate guests participated in the event and spoke encouragingly about our students and their 

projects, and provided some valuable and constructive feedback which will be useful to further strengthen the summer 

internship programme.To name a few, Ernst & Young, Halma, Sabmiller, Pepsico, Mindtree  and DHL  participated in 

Gracias 2016. 

  

The lively evening of felicitationsended with a beautiful cultural programmefollowed by High Tea. 
Name of the faculty in 
charge  

Molly Mampilly 

Date of submission 14th July 2016 

  

NAME OF THE ACTIVITY : Gracias - 2016 

DATE (When the activity was held) : 23rd June 2016 



 



Human Resource Club 

 

OBJECTIVES : 

 
•  To continuously strive for academic and professional excellence in the field of HR 
Management and HR Development; 
•  To enhance the capability and credibility of future HR Professionals; 
•  To identify modern approaches, trends and best practices in Human Resource Management 
and create awareness of the same amongst the members of the club; 
•  To lead in development and promotion of good practices in the field of HR Management 
•  To enhance the skills and competencies of the members through sharing and learning, by 
providing a forum for discussion and interaction and a platform for enhancing skills; 
•  To provide meaningful insight into the various functions of HR, and their impact in the 
organizational context by inviting speakers from the Industry (HR Managers, CEOs, etc.) to 
share their experiences; 
•  To synergize the talents of the students and develop their skills for influencing, working with 
and managing groups, by means of organizing and conducting conferences, seminars, training 
courses, etc. for the members of the club, thereby enhancing personal & interpersonal skills; 
•  To groom students to face future job/work challenges in Human Resource Management; 
•  To create a community of HR professionals for the future who could harness the combined 
talents and resources of the group 
•  In order to achieve the above objectives , the HR specialization engages in the following 
activities 

1. Academic training: Faculty members of the OB/HR specialization stream participated in 
various trainings and workshops. The topics include Competency Mapping, Performance 
Management, Coaching etc. The learning was immense in such programs. Faculty members were 
also involved in Knowledge Sharing Forum in which faculty by turn present a topic to the 
colleagues followed by an interactive session. Team Teaching was successfully introduced in 
this academic year and all the faculty were fully involved in this. Students enjoyed these 
sessions. 

2. Corporate interfaces: Corporate interface is a weekly event scheduled on every Fridays in 
which corporate executives interacts with budding HR managers. This is a platform to connect 
industry and academia. OB/HR stream invited many eminent HR executives this year including 
Mr Abhijit Bhaduri from Wipro, Mr Balaji from Siemens, Mrs Rachana Mukherjee from TV Rao 
Learning Systems etc. At kengeri also club  activities have started since Human Resource 
specialization has been introduced for the first time. 

3. Training/ Workshop:  The training and workshops for students are aimed to equip them with 
specific skills. It significantly enhances the employability quotient of the student. The first year 
HR students were given a training specifically on Sumer Internship Training by the corporate 
executive. The other workshops focused on interpersonal relations, counseling, strategic human 



resource management, International Human Resource Management, Human Resource Analytics 
etc. Faculty members also invited experts and guests to the classroom to share modules. This 
brings variety to the sessions and students benefit from such sessions. 

4. Newsletters/ HR Blog: The HR students also bring out a newsletter every trimester which give 
an insight into current trends such as role of HR as a business partner, employee branding etc. 
We also run a blog which is updated every fortnightly which showcases HR developments. 

5. Other programs: A) The team of senior HR students were involved in training for the 
undergraduate students of CHRIST (Deemed to be University). This was a good experience as 
students implemented what they learnt in the classroom. B) Summer Internship project mela was 
organized at CUIM  to facilitate projects for junior students. It was arranged by NHRD and many 
corporate took part in the event. More than ten students of CUIM got their summer projects 
through this event.C) A monthly meet of student wing of NHRD was hosted at CUIM where Mr 
Aman trained HR students of CUIM and other B schools on emotional intelligence. 

 





Lean Operations and System Clubs 

Objective: 

 
Operations and System Clubs is a student driven club and the purpose is to raise awareness 
of business and cultures, promote discussion of economic, political and social issues. The 
core Objective is to create distinct opportunities and provide a platform for students 
interested in careers in Operations and Systems networking and socializing outside of the 
classroom. Ranging from professionally minded clubs to student interest associations, 
student organizations spearhead activities and events including guest speakers, quality 
circle, industry days, career treks, and social events. 

Activities: 

•  Corporate Interface/Guest Speakers from Industry Experts are organized to give an 
exposure to the real business world. 

•  Quality Circle program aims at providing skills needed to identify and resolve quality 
issues in the immediate vicinity meetings are conducted and projects on quality circle is 
been taken by students. 

•  Paper Presentations by students on their research topics and review of literature by the 
students pertain to their interest area. 

•  Seminars are conducted to create a platform for the students to interact with Industry 
experts. 

•  Excel Workshops are conducted for the students to enhance the students analytical skill. 

•  Workshops are conducted, to bring the knowledge of the new developments in the world 
around and the clarity through question answer sessions, to the students, for LOS students 
have  the objective of providing LOS students with hands on experience with industry 
relevant skills. 

•  Panel Discussions have the objective to invite the Industry Experts/Working 
Professionals to our campus to discuss as a panel, LOS related happenings and interact 
with LOS students for their knowledge gain. 

•  INDUSTRY VISITS 
Industry Visits for MBA Lean Operation and Systems stream students aim at providing 
practical exposure to students  enabling them to understand the application of concepts in 
practice what they learn in the class. The industry visits are planned every Trimester for 
students duly considering the topics and syllabus that they learn in that trimester and 
during the visit,  they can relate to practical application  and seek clarification and clear 
their doubts. Each student need to make a visit report highlighting the learning from such 



visit and understanding of practical application of the concepts learnt in the classroom. 
Students feel very excited to undertake such industry visits and are able to enhance their 
knowledge looking into the practical aspects of various concepts which are leant in the 
theoretical way in the classroom. 

•  NATIONAL SEMINAR 
CHRIST (Deemed to be University) Institute of Management conducts National seminar 
regularly in each of the management stream like Marketing, HR, Finance and Lean 
Operation & systems.  This aims at providing students, insight on the latest trends, 
developments and innovation that are taking place and also provide the students the 
knowledge on the research work being pursued by the scholars at the national level  in the 
particular subject area. Research papers are invited from various universities and industry 
across the country and the best papers are selected for presentations. Students 
participating in this event will interact with research scholars to understand the concepts 
and development. This would also help them to take up research assignments like 
Dissertation etc.  in more structured manner attaining excellence in this pursuit. Students 
also would get exposure to conducting such national level events which would facilitate 
them in team work, team building and set good work culture among themselves. 

•  ASTRA,  a strategy competition, aimed at MBA Juniors, has its objective as providing a 
platform for students to think and act like real-life managers through the development of 
functional as well as cross functional strategies for given business scenarios.Plans are afoot 
to extend this programme at Inter-collegiate level under the name ‘BRAMHASTRA’. 

•  SIGMA(City) & UDBHAVA(Kengeri)…News letters, aims at providing a platform for 
students to hone their writing skills through Newsletter medium and also to share their 
knowledge of contemporary happenings in LOS stream to their student, faculty and 
friends. Every issue tries to address one theme on LOS. 

 



Marketing Club 

“If you can, be first. If you can’t be first, create a new category in which you can be first” 
-Al Ries and Jack Trout, The 22 Immutable laws of Marketing. 

OBJECTIVES: 

The broad objectives of the marketing club are to help students connect marketing theories 
with real time application. It also helps the future marketing leaders to be all the more 
contemporary in the space of marketing. 

Activities: 

On an on-going basis marketing club organizes corporate interfaces, quizzes, workshops, 
and seminars.  The club also facilitates interaction with the alumni. 

The marketing club  initiatives  involves publishing e-magazine titled The Horizon Times 
(main campus)  M-ask(Kengeri campus)  and the blog – 
marketingclubmouthpiece.blogspot.in. 

To connect with the corporate world and budding entrepreneurs the marketing club also 
drives the initiative of organizing Online Media Enthusiast (OME) meet and SPORTS 
MEET  every month at the Christ campus. 

In a snapshot, we had distinguished speaker series, workshops for skills & career 
development, newsletters & blog, interface with external professional organizations etc. 

In our distinguished speaker series we had more than 20 speakers from the corporate 
world talking to our marketing students both at our main & kengeri campus. Some of them 
include K.Ramakrishnan, President - Marketing, Cafe Coffee Day, Amit Kakker, Senior 
Vice president,Toyota, Biju Alexander, Head Titan Eye care & Vasanth Kumar,CEO, 
MAX Fashions. 

Workshops were conducted in wide range of marketing areas that included Basic sales 
skills, Business strategy & Technology marketing. The stand out program was by 
Suresh  Subramani, Senior Principal, Mu- Sigma, Analytics on business strategy. 

To top this up we had Harvard case studies & marketing simulation games at both the 
campuses on an ongoing basis. 

In both of our campuses, marketing students, this academic year undertook more than 100 
live projects from January 2013 to march 2013. Some of the companies include, Levis, 
Titan, Shoppers Stop,Nielsen, Jet airways etc. 



On the lighter side we had also organized cycling events & sports management 
event  where we had celebrities like Jude Felix, Arjun halappa, Nisha Millet gracing the 
event. 

The club as its blog marketingclubmouthpiece.blogspot.in 

 

http://marketingclubmouthpiece.blogspot.com/


MBA – Live Projects in Association with Corporate 
Organizations Student Name Topic / Areas 

3M Arun Suresh Market analysis for Projectors 
Airtel Abhishek Sharma - 
Amrit Electricals Ranvijay Singh - 

Asian Rocks 
Bipin P - 
Amit Shukla - 

Bhushan Power Akshat Garg - 

Big Bazaar 
Ruben Anthony - 
Amit Shukla - 
Sonam Singh - 

Building Blocks Vishal Lakhmani Recruitment & Counseling for PU 
Colleges 

Café Coffee Day Prajwal K.S. - 

Chai Point 
Souvik Ghosh - 
Chai Point - 

Clean Credit Vishal Lakhmani - 

Coffee N U 
Badari Kumar 

Evaluation of Service Quality 
Gaurav Kanswal 

Cuppa Badari Kumar Celebrate your love here 

Dexter 
Saket Chandra - 
Bipin P - 
Amit Shukla - 

Dominos Siddarth - 

F-Square 
Rochak Vyas Campaigning during World Cup; 

Online Promotion; Concumer 
Behavior & Trend Analysis 

Vishal Lakhmani 
Soumalya 

Graffiti Media Tarun Gupta - 
Green Wealth Speciality 
Healthcare Jitin Simon - 

HCL Tech Arun Suresh Study of medical equipments in US 
& European markets 

Hero Honda Saket Chandra - 
JBM Automobiles Gaurav Kanswal Product Features Development 
Just Femme Rajas Thanekar SMM for Online Magazine 
Malabar Group Sharish - 
Mpigeon Rajas Thanekar Event Management Software 
MS Designs Akshat Garg - 
Nerolac Baibhav Vishal - 
Nielsen Siddarth - 



Karthik K.V - 
Nurture Talent Vishal Lakhmani - 
People Infrabuild Amit Kumar Das - 
Picube Marketing Sonam Singh - 

Prateek Lifestyle 

Animesh Shukla 

Contribution of private label in total 
sales coupon 

Neeti Kaushik 
Sauvik Ghosh 
Atul Agarwal 
Shashank 

Prism Cement Amit Shukla - 
Red Quanta Deepak George Consumer preference for juices 
RK Potteries Abhishek Mittal - 
Samsung India Darshan Thaker Sales at Trade Fair 
SANS Jobin Devasia - 

Shoppers Stop 
Souvik Ghosh 

Impact of Visual Merchandising 
Akshat Garg 

Solvay Pharma Amit Shukla - 
Step2School Rajas Thanekar SEO & Online Marketing 

Tanishq 
Ruben Anthony - 
Sonam Singh - 

Tata Global Beverages Debashish - 

Tata Motors 

Rochak Vyas 

Launch of new model of LCV 
Vineet Jose 
Aravind 
Rajas Thanekar 

TESCRA 

Ibopishak Singha 

Marketing Initiatives 

Atul Agarwal 
Akram Younis 
Zubin Eapen 
Tarun Gupta 
Saket Chandra 

Trimentions Rajas Thanekar Augmented Reality Marketing 
whatsinstore.in Bipin P - 
 



 

INSTITUTE OF MANAGEMENT 
ACTIVITY REPORT 

LOCATION (Select any one) Christ (Deemed to be University), 
Kengeri Campus 

Pan CUIM activity (Select any one) Yes 

SPECIALISATION (if not pan CUIM 
activity) 

General 

NAME OF THE ACTIVITY Ice Breaking for Junior Section A-E 
DATE (When the activity was held) 29-May-1 June,2018 

GUEST NAME & BRIEF DETAILS (IF 
ANY) 

IMCU Kengeri Campus Faculty 

PLACE VISITED IF AWAY FROM THE 
CAMPUS 

NA 

DESCRIPTION OF THE EVENT:  
 
 
Ice-breaking sessions are designed ,as the name indicates,to welcome the Juniors 
to the campus, and provide a platform for them to readily connect with their 
seniors. They are also formally introduced to the Faculty teaching at the campus. 
The event generally also acquaints them with the campus environment. A subtler 
aspect is to spot innate talents in the new cohort and lay the foundations for 
effective team building. 
Different activities were conducted across all five sections. 

1. “Atharvas says” which is an activity involving a collection game as and when 
the leader orders. It is a modification to the famous game, “Simon Says”, 
where you need to follow the orders of what Simon says and as this was an 
activity performed by Section A sr. they named it as “Atharvas Says”. It 
started with the junior Section A being divided in different teams and choosing 
one representatives. The game consisted of tasks like: 

a. Atharvas Says, collect 5 jhumkas! Whichever group collected 5 pairs 
of earring first, won the segment. 

b. Atharvas Says, Collect 5 Brown Belts! 
c. AtharvasSays,Collect 1 MI Band HRX Edition! This task was selected 

keeping in mind that only one student in Section A (Sr) had that 
particular product. 

d. Atharvas Says, Drape a saree to the group representative. Here the girls 
used their dupattas to form a saree and whoever did it first, won. 

e. Artharvas Says, Collect 2 ID card with the names starting J, 2 with M 
and 1 with A. 

2. Tug of War game which saw the maximum bond and adrenaline flow from the 
juniors as well as seniors. Here the seniors had planned the activity in a very 
organized manner where initially Senior Girls had a match with the Junior 
Girls. Next, the senior boys competed against junior boys followed by a 
combined match with a mix of Girls and Boys of both the Section A juniors 
and seniors. 

3. „Know the other partner name‟. The intention of this game was for the juniors 
to know their classmates better. The class was divided in teams of 2 each and 
they were given 5 minutes to get to know about each other. After 5 minutes 



 

each pair had to come up in front of the entire class and give an introduction 
not about themselves but about each other. This way the 2 partners as well as 
the entire class got to know about each other. 

4. Dog and the bone: The class was divided in two parts and each member was 
assigned a number. A Handkerchief (Bone) is kept on the center and a senior 
calls a number. The corresponding numbered people have to come up and 
snatch the bone and run before the other one. 

5. Tangled/untangled: The juniors were asked to form a circle by joining hands. 
The seniors will come forward and tangle them by changing the positions of 
their hands and legs. The juniors have to come out of the tangle without 
disturbing the orientation of hands and legs in order to win. 

6.  Sitcom or a popular television series: The section was divided into 10 groups. 
Each of the group was given a famous sitcom or a movie. Now, each member 
of that group had to come up and introduce themselves as a character of the 
given movie/sitcom. It was a fun filled activity to see people posing as Barney 
stinson and Chandler Bing to introduce them. 

7. Recall their hobbies and interests: The entire section was divided in two parts. 
One person from each cluster had to come forward and describe the other 
person in terms of his/her name, hobbies, interests etc. If they are able to guess 
it correctly, the person is allowed to go back and sit, if not, he/she has to stay 
back and do the same with the other person till the time he/she gets it right 

8. Interactive game what “Simon Says”: This game is same as “Atharvas Says”. 
9. “The Mannequin Challenge”, but with a twist where each team had been 

giving certain situations and they had to enact those situations as soon as the 
music stops.  

10. Dodgeball. The class was asked to stand in a big circle and then the seniors 
would be standing in the middle of the circle. The seniors used a ball for this 
game and if they aim at a junior and hit them below the waist they would be 
chosen to perform any task the seniors ask them to do.  

 
The ice breaking was wrapped up by a jam session between the juniors and 
seniors. 
 
 
Name of the faculty 
incharge 

Prof. Hemalatha R 

Date of submission 12th June 2018 

 
NAME OF THE ACTIVITY Ice Breaking for Junior Sections 

DATE (When the activity was held) 29th – 01st June 2018 



 

Photographs (Not more than Four photographs.) 
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INSTITUTE OF MANAGEMENT 
ACTIVITY REPORT 

LOCATION (Select any one) CITY CAMPUS  
Pan IOMCU activity (Select any one) Yes 
SPECIALISATION (if not pan IOMCU 
activity) 

- 

NAME OF THE ACTIVITY PIONEER 2017– CURTAIN RAISER 
DATE (When the activity was held) 27.09.2017 
GUEST NAME & BRIEF DETAILS (IF 
ANY) 
 

Chief Guest:  Mr. Niladri Bose,   
Radio Jockey, Red FM 
Moderator (Panel discussion): 
Mr.Suresh Babu,    
Founder, Web Marketing Academy, Bengaluru  
Panel members: 
Ms. Neha Sharma 
(Head of Marketing, Chotupainter)  
Mr. A S Balaji 
(Fulltime trainer, Personality Development) 
Mr. SwarajDas Mohanty 
(Digital Marketing Manager, Pagepotato)  
Mr. Kumaran  
(Journalist, Bangalore Mirror) 

PLACE VISITED IF AWAY FROM THE 
CAMPUS 

- 

DESCRIPTION OF THE EVENT  
The Curtain raiser event for PIONEER 2017 was held on September 27, 2017 at 2.30 pm in 
the Main auditorium, Christ University. The event had participation from the first-year 
students of MBA from boththe Main and Kengeri campuses. Besides keeping in with the 
ethos of the University, lighting of the lamp was the symbolic igniting of the spark of 
creativity and entrepreneurship. This was followed by the welcome address, and formal 
inauguration of PIONEER 2017. A brief outline of Pioneer 2017, its constituents and 
activities were highlighted to the audience. 
 
In his speech, the Chief Guest for the event, Mr. Niladri Bose(a well-known personality in 
the media and entertainment industry) focused on following our dreams, and to choose a 
career path that is the best fit for an individual. Heelaborated on various factors and 
emphasized the continuity of change. Mr. Niladri Bose enlightened the audience on his 
entry into the media and entertainment industry, his ability to work as a voice over 
actor, and his experiences of working with some of the reputed creative talents in the 
Industry. 
 
Following the address by the Chief guest, the team STEP CLAN performed a vibrant and 
energetic dance performance. This was followed by a panel discussion on the topic ‘Society 
shapes media or society feeds media’. The session was moderated by Mr.Suresh Babu. The 
other panelists included Mr. Swaraj DasMohanty, Ms. Neha Sharma, Mr. A.S Balaji, and Mr. 
Kumaran. The discussion focused on the mainstreammedia and entertainment industry, and 
their operational aspects from an Indian perspective. The panelists shared real-life 
experiences and their opinions / perspectives. The panel discussion enabled students to 
obtain more information on these perspectives and to reflect on them. 



 

A performance by our in-house musical band providedsoulful music to the audience. 
The event concluded with a formal vote of thanks. 
 
Overall, the Curtain raiser of Pioneer 2017 provided an opportunity for the students to gain 
more information and perspectives related to the media and entertainment industry, to reflect 
on them and be motivated to become successful entrepreneurs in the future. 
Name of the faculty incharge Prof. Ramakrishnan N / Prof. Ganesh L (Main 

campus) / Prof. Divakar (Kengeri campus) 
Date of submission 17.10.2017 
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NAME OF THE ACTIVITY PIONEER 2017 CURTAIN RAISER   
DATE (When the activity was held) 27.09.2017 
Photographs (Not more than Four photographs.) 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 



Company Name
4 Clover
ACC Cement
Accenture
Acer
Act TV
ADMAA
AIG
Allahabad Bank
Amazon
Amba research
American Express
Analytics Q
AON
AOS
Axis consultancy
Bajaj Allianz
Bajaj Finserv
Beroe Inc
Biocon
Blue Ocean
Bosch
Capgemini
Capillary Technology
Capital first
CCD
Cisco
Citi Group
CMS Infosystems
Cognizant
Cookson
Copal amba
Coreel
Covidien
Crisil



Decathalon
Dell
Dev Factory
Development Credit Bank
Dimension data
Direxions
Dristi soft
E&Y
Eclerk
Ecosense
Envision
Federal Bank
Finitiatives
Flipkart
Ford
Futures First
GE global
GE Health
Genpact
Google
Grail
Groupon
Hafelle
HCL Infosystem
HCL Technologies
Health Asyst
Holiday IQ
Honeywell
HUL
ICICI Bank
ICICI Securities
IDG Media
Igate
IMRB International
Indfrag



Infiniti Research
Ing Vysya Bank
Ingram Micro
Inmobi
Intequant
ITC Hotels
ITC infotech
IVISTA
Janalakshmi Financials
JLL
Karvy
Kotak securities
KPMG
KVB
L N T Technology Services
L&T infotech
LG
LIC
Linde India
Live Jam
M&M
Mahindra finance
Mercedes
Metro
MGH
MIMS
Mindtree
MISYS
Mphasis
MTR
Nephro Plus
New Bridge
New wave Technologies
Nissan Renault
Northern Trust



NTT data
Oberoi
OCWEN
Odessa
OFSS
Ogilvy and Mather
Online Instruments
Oracle
Pantum International
Photon Infotech
Practo Technologies
Pramerica
Prestige
Probe Equity Research
Purvankara
Quadwave
Quest Global
Raymond
Reckitt Benckiser
Reliance life insurance
S&P Capital IQ
SAB Miller
Safran
Sahara Mutual Fund
Sapient
Sapientnitro
Sasken
Search Quest
Sigma Infosolutions Ltd
Signode
Skiva Technologies
Smart cube
Socgen
Sonata technologies
South Indian Bank



Spandana
Sundaram Fasteners
Taashee Linux
Taj Hotels
Tallenge
Target
Tata Elxsi
Tata tele services
TCS
Technowave
Thomson Reuters
Thrillophilia
Timken
TTK Services
Vidal healthcare
VM Ware
Vodafone
Whirlpool
Wipro
Wipro
Wipro Consumer Care
Yodlee
Zen International
Zomato
Zyxware Technologies



Placements Report 

CHRIST (Deemed to be University) Institute Of Management(CUIM) the hallowed halls of 
the freshly minted 21st century MBA’s, institutes the values and morals which are 
becoming of the future figurehead of many a corporate house. The University meticulously 
selects its future managers through a rigorous screening. Students are selected according to 
their astute assessment of the competitive environment, which would require minimum 75 
percentile in the Common Entrance Test (CAT) and minimum 600 out of 800 in MAT. 
They then go through a Micro Presentation, Group Discussion, writing Skill Assessment 
and lastly a Personal Interview the interview panel of which comprises of both the teaching 
faculty and experts from the corporate world. CUIM recruits students from across the 
country. So, our training really helps them to be culturally competent. 

  

The syllabus is designed in such a way that it gives these future managers an arsenal of 
tools to manage any business scenarios and trains them to give effective solutions for any 
situation that might come their way. These future managers are taught the ropes of the 
business during the first year so that they have a grip on the width of any business. In the 
second year these managers are given depth as they specialise into functional areas of the 
business. Here they are taught current trends in the respective functional areas and current 
situations in the business environment. A lot of emphasis is also given towards industrial 
training. The curriculum includes a summer internship project and students are also 
encouraged to be in touch with industry trends through live projects. 

  

This year CUIM had an impressive turnout of 103 organisations on campus, with an 
average pay package of 6L .The highest package was 10L. We also had a wide spectrum of 
sectors which included Consulting, IT, Manufacturing, Retailing, Pharma, Media, 
Automotive, FMCG, Hospitality and the Banking and Financial Institutions. 

  

For MBA Campus Placements, please contact: 

Mr. Joseph Mampilly - Director Placements 

Ms . Molly Joseph-Coordinator Placements 

Telephone numbers:+91 80 4012 9590/ 9591 / 9531 

Mobile: 093425 08984 

Email: placements@mba.christuniversity.in 
 

mailto:placements@mba.christuniversity.in


LOCATION Main Auditorium, Main Campus 
NAME OF THE EVENT OST FINALE 
DATE OF THE EVENT 28TH JUNE 2016 
GUEST NAME AND BRIEF DETAILS CDR SACHIN JOG –Head of Talent 

Management at Mu Sigma 

Mohan Kumar D-CEO Skypro 

TechnologiesPvt., Ltd. 
DESCRIPTION OF THE EVENT 

  

Organization Structure Training (OST) is an internship study and analysis of an 
Organization. All the first year students admitted to the MBA program pursue a four-

week study of a manufacturing organization of their choice with the following 

objectives: 

1.     Gain insight into the organizational structure, various functional domains, and its 

interactions with various stakeholders. 

2. To do a SWOT analysis for the chosen organization. 

Through this study, students gain clear knowledge of the organization and the factors 
that lead to structuring of an organization, and how a good organization structure 

would help in achieving its strategic business objectives effectively. 

  

The competition was held at 3 levels. The students were divided to 29 mentoring 

groups. The Mentors selected one best student from their mentoring cohort to short list 
in all 29 studentsThe shortlisted 29 students were then divided into 7 clusters of 4 

students each. From eachof the 7 clusters,judges selectedone student, so a total of 7 

students were selected from the Second level. The Final Level, the grand finale had 7 

participants competing through presentation of their respective studies. 

  

The final event was a blend of both academic presentations and cultural performances 

by students. The event started with a prayer song followed by an address by Associate 

Dean, Col. Sudhindra explaining the significance of OST. Each of the seven participants 
presented for 8 minutes followed by 2 minutes of questioning by the Judges. Based on 

the evaluation by the Judges, winners were announced. Judges handed over the 

Certificates to the winners. The event was presided over by Fr. Thomas, T.V, Director, 

Institute of Management, CHRIST (Deemed to be University).  
LIST OF PARTICIPANTS                COMPANY NAME 



1.Trivikram Baliga                              Schneider 

2.Astrid Snowvy Ferrao                     Gala and Shethia Enterprises 

3.Jane RajanNutrikraft 

4.Karthik Krishnan S                          TVS SundaramFasteners 

5.Mohammed Bilal Ahmed                 AxisCades 

6.Sanjana Surender                           India Cement Ltd 

7.Shashwath Maiya S                        Tekcel Engg Pvt Ltd 
WINNERS 

1.Jane Rajan 

2.Shashwath S Maiya 

3.Trivikram Baliga 
NAME OF THE FACULTY INCHARGE Dr.Devi Soumyaja 
DATE OF SUBMISSION 11TH JULY 2016 
PHOTOGRAPHS : 
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